ABSTRACT

Lokananta Music Studio Revitalization is a re-vitalize process of a biggest historical music studio in Indonesia which located in Surakarta, Middle Java. It was built during 1956, under the government which on that time it was very popular as the biggest studio. But, since there are so many copy-paste issues among the musician, this studio has been degrading by the time, some important documents has been sold to collector, and now the building remain uncared.

Lokananta was an important thing based on a history told, it was the first recording studio in Indonesia and also as the Indonesian music industry development turning point. Nowadays, its condition has less concern given by the local government event the central government. A place which has to be an Indonesian museum of music should go through a hard period. In fact, in order to keep maintaining and keep the music studio business keep going on, Lokananta also had a side business like indoor football, and a land rental. These things prove that piracy is a crime that has no respect on musician's works.

Memorizing the importance of history, Lokananta Studio is also has contribute to us for the development of Indonesian music. It is hoped that people on nowadays generation will become more familiar with Lokananta not also for its name but also its historical value.
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